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The Scottish CAB Service 
 
Citizens Advice Scotland (CAS), our 61 member Citizen Advice Bureaux (CAB), the 
Citizen Advice consumer service, and the Extra Help Unit, form Scotland’s largest 
independent advice network.  Advice provided by our service is free, independent, 
confidential, impartial and available to everyone.  Our self-help website provides 
information on rights and helps people solve their problems. 

In 2014-15 the Citizens Advice Service network helped over 323,000 clients in 
Scotland alone and dealt with over one million advice issues.  With support from the 
network clients had financial gains of over £124 million and the Scottish zone of our 
self-help website Adviceguide received approximately 5.4 million unique page views. 

In addition the Citizens Advice consumer service provides a telephone service for 
those needing advice and information on consumer rights and helps to solve 
problems with consumer goods and services. Citizens Advice Scotland delivers part 
of this Great Britain wide service from a call centre in Stornoway, helping people in 
Scotland and across other parts of Great Britain.  

Introduction 
 
Consumers in rural areas can, and do, face the same problems as people living in 
urban communities but in some markets barriers have developed over time which 
can make shopping around difficult or provision of choice in a market poor. There are 
also physical barriers and additional costs that people in rural areas can face which 
can impact on their ability to access services. 

This report looks at the advice given by the Citizens Advice Service in Scotland by 
geography and looks to highlight particular consumer markets where people in rural 
areas are more likely to face issues than those in urban Scotland. These areas are 
based on what CAS data shows but it is not an exhaustive list of issues. Rural 
communities themselves and bodies such as Highland and Islands Enterprise, 
SRUC, the Scottish Rural Parliament and local authorities of island or remote 
mainland communities have provided huge evidence of other markets with problems 
in the last few years. 

This report is a reflection of the work carried out by our advisers across the length 
and breadth of Scotland and represents the organisational understanding of barriers 
to rural communities in accessing consumer markets. 
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Key Findings 
 
Citizens Advice Scotland set out to understand more about the experience of being a 
consumer in rural Scotland, and to pinpoint the challenges that are particular or more 
severe for consumers who live in remote or rural areas. For the first time, we were 
able to cross reference our advice statistics with the locations of the people seeking 
advice. The result is a unique picture of life for consumers in rural Scotland. 
Throughout this report we hope to provide a new perspective on the challenges 
facing consumers who live in rural areas and the particular barriers of high cost and 
lack of access that they face. 

 The clients of the Citizens Advice Bureaux network and the Citizens Advice 
consumer service broadly follow the same proportional share as the Scottish 
population when comparing if people live in rural or urban areas. The CAB 
service therefore serves all parts of Scotland, providing advice to those living 
in city, urban, rural and remote locations across the country. 
 

 Citizens Advice Scotland’s evidence from advice sessions shows that there 
are several consumer issues that are more or less common across the 
urban/rural divide. Our evidence suggests that issues with home 
improvements, broadband, landlines and DIY and gardening issues are more 
prominent in rural areas. 
 

 Some issues were not affected by geography and consumers in all areas of 
Scotland had problems with these products or services. These include areas 
such as used cars, mobile phones and electronic goods. 
 

 Citizens Advice Scotland evidence has identified a number of barriers which 
cause particular detriment for consumers in accessible rural, remote rural and 
remote small towns. These include poor public transport; high fuel prices; 
limited availability of housing; high housing costs for purchasers; high energy 
costs; rural bank closures; and problems with online access, shopping and 
delivery. 

Citizens Advice Scotland now plan to undertake detailed research into a number of 
specific barriers and markets identified in this report by engaging with rural 
consumers and our advisers in those areas. The results of this research will be 
published in a series of briefings throughout 2015 and 2016.  
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Where our clients live 
 
To research the split of rural and urban clients using the Citizens Advice Service in 
Scotland, CAS has used the Scottish Government’s Rurality Index system1. This 
system was chosen as it splits down where people in Scotland live on two main 
criteria: the population of where they live and the accessibility based on driving time. 
This allows for a much more accurate picture, of where barriers that face rural 
consumers may come into play, than simply basing our research on the size of town 
a person lives in. Figure 1 shows relative spread of the eight classes of urban/rural 
class that CAS have placed our clients in. 

                                                
1
Urban/Rural Classification 2013-2014, Scottish Government GIS Analysis Team, November 2014 

Figure 1: Map 
showing the 

Scottish 
Government 
Urban/Rural 

Classification 
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This model is also based on a number of sophisticated data sets held by the Scottish 
Government such as road and ferry network speeds and national records of 
Scotland population data that CAS wouldn’t be able to replicate if we tried to define 
“rurality” ourselves. The Scottish Government’s GIS team also provide a useful tool 
to find out which “rural/urban class” someone lives in based on their postcode and 
this allowed CAS staff to map our clients to each band. 

Clients of the Citizens Advice Service 
 
CAS looked at the records of over 42,000 different Scottish clients who contacted the 
consumer helpline throughout 2014/2015 and 21,500 clients of the Scottish CAB 
network2 in November 2014 and using their postcodes were able to show the split of 
our clients. These were then split by the Scottish Governments Urban/Rural 
classification scheme which is summarised below. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                
2
 This data set is of November 2014 CAB clients recorded on the using our CASTLE case recording 

system. 11 CAB do not use this recording system and as such their clients postcodes were unable to 
be included in the analysis (see methodology section for more information). 
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Our analysis of postcode data given to us by our clients show a relatively strong 
correlation between where our clients live and the overall Scottish population (Figure 
2 and 3). The Citizens Advice consumer helpline has a slight variation between large 
urban and accessible rural areas whereas the CAB client data studied had a much 
stronger remote small town share than the overall population. Nevertheless 
proportionally the baseline figures are fairly representative of Scottish population and 
allow for reasonable comparisons to be made. 

Area 
Scottish 

Population 
CAB 

Clients 
Consumer Service 

Clients 

Large Urban 
 

34.5% 37% 33.7% 

Other Urban 
 

35.1% 33% 34.8% 

Accessible Small 
Towns 

 
9.3% 8% 9.2% 

Remote Small Towns 
 

3.4% 6% 3.2% 

Accessible Rural 
Areas 

 
11.7% 9% 13% 

Remote Rural Areas 
 

6.1% 7% 6.2% 

 

Area 
More Common 

Issues 
Spotlight Fact 

Large Urban 
 

Mobile Phones 
Clothing 

67% of immigration and asylum CAB clients 
live in large urban areas 

Other Urban 
 

Leather Furniture 
Double Glazing 

45% of payday loan debt clients live in other 
urban areas 

Accessible Small 
Towns 

 

Hire Purchase 
Arrears 

Car Servicing 

11% of clients with problems with bank 
accounts live in accessible small towns 

Remote Small 
Towns 

 

Landlines 
Mobile Phones 

13% of clients with broadband issues live in 
remote small towns 

Accessible Rural 
Areas 

 

Unsecured 
personal loans 
Building Work 

21% of clients with broadband issues live in 
accessible rural areas 

Remote Rural 
Areas 

 

Landlines 
Central Heating 

17% of clients with healthcare issues live in 
remote rural areas 

 

 

  

Figure 2: Comparison of Citizens Advice clients split and Scottish population 
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Figure 3: 
Comparison of 
CAB, consumer 

helpline and 
Scottish population 
split by urban/rural 
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Cost and Access issues for Rural Consumers 
 
There are a number of long understood rural premiums on the price of goods in rural 
areas. This can vary from the price of basic food stuffs to the cost of petrol or heating 
a home. Often this can reflect the higher cost of shipping goods to rural geographies, 
the higher costs of both private and public transportation and access to infrastructure 
such as broadband or the gas network. 

A study carried out by Highlands and Islands Enterprise (HIE)3 found that the budget 
for a household in remote rural Scotland had to be 10-40% higher than in urban 
areas to reach a minimum acceptable living standard. Previous in-depth studies into 
the cost premium for Scotland’s rural consumers is long standing with the “Rural 
Scotland Price Survey” having been previously carried out by the Scottish Consumer 
Council in 1979 and throughout the 1980s. 

The Consumer Councils report on rural price premiums in 19824 found costs to rural 
households were between 3-21% higher than urban towns and cities. While direct 
comparisons between these two studies are not possible the increase in the ‘rural 
premium’ is noticeable in the 30 years between the studies. 

In summary the 2013 HIE study found that: 

                                                
3
 A Minimum Income Standard: For Remote rural Scotland; Loughborough University, UHI & 

Highlands and Islands Enterprise; 2013 
4
 Rural Scotland Price Survey 1982; Scottish Consumer Council and Highlands and Islands 

Development Board; March 1983 

Costs in some areas for off grid 
heating can be as much as double to 
heat a home in a small town or 
village. 

A comparable food basket 
can cost as much as 50% 
more on island communities 
in Scotland 

Typical household goods and 
clothing can cost rural 
communities 20-30% more due 
to higher charges and delivery 
costs 

Transport can be up to £40 a week 
more expensive due to longer 
distances for commuting and 
petrol being more expensive 
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Food Costs 
 

A study by Dumfries and Galloway Citizens Advice Service5 found that food prices in 
small towns and villages in their area varied widely with some more remote areas 
facing a premium of up to 55% compared to the food prices in the larger towns. Their 
findings highlighted that the poorest and most rural areas of the local authority area 
were paying more than those in the most well off urban areas. After visiting 38 
supermarkets, minimarkets and village shops in South West Scotland they found an 
identical basket of shopping cost £22.26 in Sanquhar (Remote Rural) and £9.95 in 
Annan (an accessible small town).   

                                                
5
 Cost of Living: D&G Shop Check; Dumfries and Galloway CAS; June 2015 

Annan 
 

Newton Stewart Thornhill Sanquhar 

Accessible Small Town 
 

Remote Small Town Accessible Rural Remote Rural 

Cost of Basket 
£9.95 

Cost of Basket 
£15.68 

Cost of Basket 
£20.12 

Cost of Basket 
£20.57 
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Housing Costs 
 
Housing costs can also vary quite widely with many areas of remote Scotland being 
expensive places to purchase a property especially for first time buyers. An analysis 
of house purchase prices by Halifax Bank of Scotland6 found that in Scotland there 
was a £26,000 ‘premium’ on properties in rural areas meaning house prices where 
on average 17% more expensive in these areas than urban areas of Scotland. 

A lack of affordable housing was identified by a study of young people in rural 
Scotland as a major issue pushing them to more urban areas of Scotland. Indeed the 
Highlands and Island Enterprise study7 found that it was the third most important 
factor in making the decision of whether young people would stay in rural Scotland 
(behind jobs and career progression). HIE found that while home ownership in rural 
areas tended to be higher than urban areas this did not extend to younger people 
fewer of whom owed their own home outright or through a mortgage than young 
Scots in urban areas. 

Social housing rent costs are relatively flat throughout Scotland with only the City of 
Edinburgh having substantially higher rents. The Scottish Government’s Housing 
Statistics8 show that average local authority run social housing weekly rent is £61. 
The cheapest local authority area is North Lanarkshire at £55 and Edinburgh most 
expensive at £84. Looking at areas with higher percentages of their population in 
rural areas there is no significant difference in the rent charged when compared to 
urban areas. Figures do however point to less proportion of households being 
available to rent through a social landlord as shown below. Property available 
through private lets is also less abundant in rural areas9 than urban areas thus 
making it difficult for low income or young people to get access to starter housing. 
This is confirmed by the HIE young people study which found that 46% of young 
people still lived with their parents compared to national average of 26%. 

                                                
6
 Halifax Rural Housing Review, Halifax Bank of Scotland, November 2014 

7
 Our Next Generation: Young people and the Highlands and Islands: Attitudes and Aspirations; 

Highlands and Islands Enterprise; June 2015 
8
 Housing Statistics for Scotland; Scottish Government; August 2014 

9
 Social rented housing makes up 14% of rural housing tenure compared with 25% for the rest of 

Scotland, PRS property represents 11% of tenure in rural areas compared to 14% elsewhere in 
Scotland; Scottish Household Survey 2013 

Dundee 

99.5% of population large urban 
Average social rent £66.24 p/w 

29% of housing stock social rented 
 

Falkirk 

89.6% of population other urban 
Average social rent £55.41 p/w 

28% of housing stock social rented 
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Clackmannanshire 
46.2% of population accessible small town 

Average social rent £62.57 p/w 
29% of housing stock social rented 

 

Orkney 

33.2% of population remote small town 
Average social rent £62.57 p/w 

14% of housing stock social rented 
 

Aberdeenshire 
37.1% of population accessible rural 

Average social rent £60.70 p/w 
16% of housing stock social rented 

 

Shetland 

69.7% of population remote rural 
Average social rent £67.49 p/w 

21% of housing stock social rented 
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Transport Costs 
 
Analysis carried out by CAS also shows the widely appreciated difference in petrol 
prices in rural Scotland when compared to the price in urban areas. Often for rural 
consumers this price barrier hits them twice as they are more likely to require a car 
and travel further distances than Scots in urban areas. We analysed prices from 104 
different petrol stations across Scotland in three consecutive months with at least 13 
stations in each rural/urban classification. We found that Scots living in rural areas 
paid between 7p and 8p extra for a litre of petrol than those in urban areas (Figure 
4). This represents a £3.36 difference in filling a tank on a Ford Fiesta, Scotland’s 
most popular car10, at a remote rural garage compared to one in a Scottish city. 

Large Urban areas are the cheapest place to buy petrol potentially helped by the fact 
that there is high level of competition in these areas for customers and supermarket 
price competition can be fierce. There is also a marked difference in reaction of 
forecourt prices to crude oil changes between the urban/rural divide. While in Large 
Urban areas prices fell 2.4p between July and August in remote rural areas the drop 
was only 1.3p in remote rural areas. Additionally remote Scotland was the only area 
where prices went up in July compared to June while it fell or remained stable in 
other areas. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                
10

 “Ford Fiesta most popular new car in Scotland”, Scottish Motor Trade Association Press Release, 
August 2014. 
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CAS will continue to analyse the Scottish petrol market to monitor differences 
between urban and rural prices over 2015 to see how they react to crude oil price 
fluctuations.  
 

 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Public transport costs and availability are also regularly quoted as an additional cost 
barrier to rural consumers making it difficult for them to travel to job prospects or 
services in nearby towns. For example, an HEI survey of young people in the 
Highlands and Islands report only 40% found bus provision in their area as good and 
only 34% thought bus affordability was good11. Very few people living in remote rural 
(2%) and accessible rural (9%) areas reported to the Scottish Household Survey12 
that they had good access to public transport. This compares with 26% of the  
Scottish population. 

Researching the pricing structures of local bus fares across Scotland is difficult due 
to a variety of operators and local factors in pricing. However CAS found that fares 
were generally more easy to understand, at flatter fixed rates and much wider 
publicised by operators in large Urban areas than elsewhere in Scotland. Indeed, for  
some operators who run large parts of Scotland’s local bus network, it is not possible 
to get single or return fare prices in advance of boarding a bus. However some rural 
operators did provide extremely accurate and up to date fare information online. 

CAS also found that some prices from accessible small towns to their nearest urban 
area were much more expensive than significantly longer distances covered by 
remote bus providers. Figure 5 details how easy it was to find information regarding 
single or return tickets for local bus provision in differing areas of Scotland. 

CAS approached Transport Scotland regarding the pricing of bus fares across 
Scotland however they do not hold or gather information on bus fares meaning there 
is little understanding of the differences in cost across Scotland. 

                                                
11

 Our Next Generation: Young people and the Highlands and Islands: Attitudes and Aspirations; 
Highlands and Islands Enterprise; June 2015 
12

 Bus Regulation (Scotland) Bill Consultation; Iain Gray MSP; May 2013 
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Large Urban 
- CAS looked at bus companies in three areas 
- All three published their fare information online in 
an easy to understand format 
- One had a flat fare across the majority of its 
network while the other two had a range 
depending on distance travelled 
- Cost of single tickets ranged from £1.20 for a 
short distance of five stops to £2.60 for a longer 
journey across a city 

Remote Rural 

- CAS reviewed two operators offering bus services 
in remote rural areas 
- Fare information was accurate with one operator 
allowing consumers to select exact stops on a route 
and get a set price for all ticketing options 
- Fares related to the distance travelled 
- Prices for single tickets varied depending on 
distance from £1.20 to £10 

Accessible Small Town 

- CAS reviewed two operators offering bus services 
in a number of accessible small towns 
- Full fare information was not provided online and 
one operator directed consumers to their bus driver 
for fare information 
- Prices for single tickets varied with local travel 
costing as little as £0.60 for a single ticket but 
commuting distance being the most expensive of all 
areas surveyed with some a number of single 
tickets to urban areas costing over £10 
 

Remote Small Town 
- CAS reviewed two operators offering bus services 
in a number of remote small towns 
- Fare information was unavailable find online 
except for season tickets 
- Telephone enquiry needed to get single or return 
fares 
- Prices for single tickets varied widely from £0.90 
for short journeys within a town to over £10 for a 
journey to the nearest large settlement 
 

Figure 5: A comparison of bus costs and information provision by rurality 
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Delivery Charges 
 
Citizens Advice Scotland has highlighted that consumers in Highlands & Islands 
Scotland are being routinely ripped off by high delivery charges. The 2012 CAS 
study The Postcode Penalty13 found that at least 1 million Scots lived in areas where 
deliveries by couriers entail a surcharge, delayed delivery or refusal to deliver to 
them at all. This results in consumers in certain areas of rural Scotland paying 
millions of pounds extra every year in delivery surcharges to get the same level of 
service as others do in other areas of Scotland. In addition, the mark-up was found 
to be 400% for island communities averaging an extra £12 a parcel in surcharges for 
delivery.  

A 2015 update to this research has suggested that surcharges have risen to around 
£14, a rise of around 18% in three years. This is in the context of standard delivery 
charges to the rest of the UK remaining flat in this time period. Adjusting for inflation 
this means charges in real terms have reduced 6% for consumers in the UK for 
parcel deliveries but for those in the Highlands and Islands they have increased by 
10%.14 

All these factors result in households in rural Scotland paying higher prices for 
personal deliveries as well as in local shops which are faced with the same charges. 
Delivery surcharges have a significant impact on local businesses who may rely on 
couriers to bring stock or send out orders to customers. As a result of action taken by 
Citizens Advice Scotland and others a UK statement of principles was agreed in July 
2014 which followed Scottish Government guidelines of 2013. This was to assist 
retailers in following best practice to ensure deliveries met the needs of their 
customers. However this has had limited success with only 4 out of 449 businesses 
saying they had heard of the statement. 

 

 

                                                
13

 The Postcode Penalty: How some online retailers are disadvantaging Scottish consumers; Citizens 
Advice Scotland; December 2012 
14

 The Postcode Penalty 2015; Citizens Advice Scotland; September 2015 
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Heating Costs 
 
Households in remote areas can face higher fuel bills to heat their home if they are 
not connected to the mains gas network. Around 488,000 households, 21% of 
Scottish households, are off the mains gas grid. While Urban areas are not immune 
to being off-grid, large areas of Scotland’s rural communities, especially island 
communities, face being disconnected from mains supply.  

An analysis of the distribution of fuel poverty demonstrates that instances of fuel 
poverty are more prominent for households situated in regions off the mains gas 
grid.15 Rural properties are likely to be less energy efficient and have been less likely 
to qualify for support and schemes designed to improve energy efficiency and 

                                                
15

 Fuel Poverty Mapping at a Small Area Level; Changeworks; February 2015 
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reduce fuel poverty.16 Additionally consumers who are on a prepayment meter 
regularly face higher costs despite being the most likely to be in fuel poverty.17 

High energy costs affect rural consumers disproportionately as they are more likely 
to rely on expensive non-regulated fuels or on electric heating. These heating fuels 
carry a higher unit cost than gas.18 Figures from the Energy Advice Service19 found 
that homes in Skye and Lochalsh using oil heating paid as much as double in a year 
to heat their homes than those connected to mains grid supply in other parts of 
Scotland.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

While prices charged for oil can vary between different areas of the UK and even 
within Scotland, off-grid supply whether using oil or LPG is shown to be more 

                                                
16

 Rural Scotland in Focus; SRUC; 2014 
17

 Fair Play for prepay; Citizens Advice; July 2015 
18

 Speak up for rural Scotland; Scottish Government; 2010 
19

 Is making domestic energy affordable more of a challenge  in rural areas?; Lochalsh & Skye 
Housing Association Energy Advice Service; 2014 
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expensive than main connected supply. A House of Commons research paper20 
found that users of LPG could face charges of around 100% more than in heating 
costs than those connected to mains supply. 

In addition to high costs of fuel compared to those connected to the gas grid 
research by Citizens Advice Scotland21 showed that off-grid households face a 
number of worrying issues. These include insufficient consumer protection or 
redress, inadequate financial support for vulnerable consumers and large up-front 
costs to ‘first fill’ an oil tank.  

The cost of heating oil and the bulk buying policy of energy suppliers forces 
consumers to outlay their energy costs for several months in advance, which is not 
affordable for many. The price of domestic heating oil can be volatile, making it 
difficult for consumers to budget. In addition, supplier policies regularly require 
consumers to purchase in bulk (often a minimum of 500 litres) to off-set delivery 
costs which further contributes to the difficulties of consumers relying on these fuel 
types as their primary energy source. Problems with switching and the implications 
associated with changing supplier also causes issues for non-regulated fuel 
customers, some of whom are not aware of their right to change without incurring 
fees for their oil tank. Clients also report difficulties in getting non-regulated 
companies to make essential repairs fixed by their supplier.22 

 

Rural Banking Provision 
 
Concerns have been raised by a number of consumer groups, CAS included23, at the 
closing of bank branches in rural areas, especially where the bank is the “last in the 
town” or there is poor ATM provision. The speed of closures over 2014 and 201524 
has appeared to increase despite an agreement between the British Bankers 
Association (BBA) and the UK Government to consider how closures would affect 
communities before they closed.25 

Significant research over time has shown that where there is a complete withdrawal 
of traditional over the counter banking in communities it can cause serious detriment 
to consumers and small businesses. A consumer survey carried out by market 
research firm Mintel on bank services in 201326 found that nine out of ten customers 
uses their branch at least once a year and half of customers use it every month. 
Their research also showed that younger people (18-24) were using bank branches 
more than they were a year ago. This would suggest that while digital enhancements 
to banking provision are welcome it is not just older customers who see a need in 
traditional face to face services. 

                                                
20

 Heating oil and other off-gas grid heating; House of Commons Library; April 2013 
21

 Off-grid Consumers; A summary of Scottish CAB evidence 2014/2015; July 2015 
22

 Advice in Detail: Energy; Citizens Advice Scotland; January 2014 
23

 Lloyds’ decision to close ‘the last bank in town’ will be devastating to many rural communities; 
Citizens Advice Scotland; October 2014 
24

 In January 2014 Barclays announced 400 branch closures and in February 2015 RBS announced 
the closure of 99 branched in 2015 alone. Some of these closures break previous commitments to 
keeping the “last branch in town open” 
25

 Industry Protocol on Branch Closures; BBA & UK Government; March 2015 
26

 Packages and Current Account UK Research; Mintel; July 2013 
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Small businesses in local communities also frequently report needing access to bank 
branches. Academic research funded by the BBA reported how a significant number 
(10%) of small businesses that are remote from their nearest branch had real and 
acute problems that had lasting impacts on their business.27 

Research carried out by our sister organisation Citizens Advice in 2013 found that 
55% of rural banking consumers had used the Post Office network to make a cash 
withdrawal and 51% of those consumers said this was because they didn’t have a 
local bank with 49% saying their local branch had closed. As such the Post Office 
network could be seen as a potential aid to those facing bank branch closures for 
their banking needs. As part of the March 2015 Access to Banking Protocol an 
agreement was made to ensure that a standard of service was rolled out to all 
banking customers in all Post Offices. However a recent letter from HM Treasury 
ministers to the BBA said that they were “concerned at the pace at which advances 
are being made”28.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

                                                
27

 Banking without Branches: a study of how people conduct their banking business without a local 
branch; British Bankers Association; January 2000 
28

 Letter from Anna Soubry and Harriett Baldwin to BBA, August 2015 
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Differences in Advice Provision 
 
Analysis carried out by CAS brought out a number of differences between what 
clients in rural areas of Scotland sought consumer advice on when compared to 
those seeking help in urban areas. Below we have highlighted the issues that were 
significantly more predominant in rural areas. 

 

Home Improvements 
 
Consumers in rural areas represented 24% of all face-to-face sessions regarding 
building work at Scottish CAB in the sample (compared to 16% of all clients seeking 
advice). Additionally callers to the consumer service reporting issues with solar 
heating installations, central heating upgrades and conservatories were all more 
predominant in rural areas of Scotland.  
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Broadband 
 
1 in 4 of all broadband issues presented at CAB came from either remote rural or 
accessible rural areas. This compares to 16% of bureau clients living in those areas. 
A further 13% lived in remote small towns well above the share of all clients that 
lived in this type of area which stood at 6%. This was mirrored by callers to the 
Citizens Advice Consumer Service about internet services providers 16% of whom 
lived in accessible rural areas.  

Cases are typically about speeds of internet connection, frequent network failures 
and inability to cancel due to poor service levels without large exit fees.  
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Landlines 
 
Issues with landlines were more commonly reported by people living in rural areas 
and remote towns than their counterparts in urban areas. Landlines featured in the 
top 10 issues on the consumer helpline for these areas but they didn’t in accessible 
towns or urban areas. Remote rural areas represented 12% of all landline issues 
which is double their sample share. In addition across Citizens Advice Bureaux in 
Scotland clients from rural areas represented 23% of clients coming for face to face 
advice on landlines.  

Clients in rural areas who seek advice on landlines frequently report issues around 
the availability of engineers who are able to visit their property because of its rural 
location. Cases also frequently state large ‘call-out’ fees to fix problems that are not 
caused by the client and also mention that a large number of clients rely on their 
landline due to poor mobile network coverage in their area.   
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DIY and Garden Supplies 
 
Over a third of all the calls regarding power tools, sheds, gardening equipment and 
furniture came to the consumer service from people living in rural areas. Problems 
vary but often issues with deliveries are commonly quoted with some clients unable 
to get orders fulfilled due to their ‘remote’ locations. Some clients find it difficult to 
find suppliers that can stock the items they are looking for in their area and therefore 
have to rely on catalogue or online merchants.   
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Summary of most popular consumer service advice by area 
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Methodology 
 
This data used in this study is based on calls made to the Citizens Advice Consumer 
Service between 1st April 2015 and 31st March 2015 by Scottish Consumers. Overall 
this resulted in 42,766 unique call records in this time period. Each of these records 
have the following which was used in this study: 

- Home postcode of consumer phoning for advice 
- A product/service code assigned by the call handler to each call from an 

option of 363 different codes 
- Case notes of each call which supply information on the issue and a summary 

of advice given by the call handler 
- Cost of product/service phoned about 
- Payment method used by consumer 

Additional records of postcodes were taken from clients who presented issues at 
Scottish Citizens Advice Bureaux in November 2014. There were over 21,000 of 
these records excluding clients who did not provide any client data (there were 
around 25,000 client issues in total in this period). 

Using data supplied by the Scottish Government29, CAS was able to determine the 
Urban/Rural Classification category for each consumer call and case at CAB. This 
data was cross referenced with the product/service code or advice code which 
allowed for analysis of product/service codes from each defined Scottish 
Government Urban Rural Category on the 6-fold scale30: 

(1) Large Urban Areas - Settlements of 125,000 people and over. 
(2) Other Urban Areas - Settlements of 10,000 to 124,999 people. 
(3) Accessible Small Towns - Settlements of 3,000 to 9,999 people, and within a 30 
minute drive time of a Settlement of 10,000 or more. 
(4) Remote Small Towns - Settlements of 3,000 to 9,999 people, and with a drive 
time of over 30 minutes to a Settlement of 10,000 or more. 
(5) Accessible Rural Areas - Areas with a population of less than 3,000 people, and 
within a drive time of 30 minutes to a Settlement of 10,000 or more. 
(6) Remote Rural Areas - Areas with a population of less than 3,000 people, and with 
a drive time of over 30 minutes to a Settlement of 10,000 or more. 

With regard to the consumer helpline data the volume of calls to the service for each 
of the Scottish Government’s Urban/Rural Classification Categories closely mirrored 
(see figure 2 & 3 p.8/9) the Scottish population share of each of these categories 
giving a robust sample to draw conclusions of the impact living in areas of 
urban/rural areas have on consumer issues. The biggest difference between call 
volume and population share was in Accessible Rural Areas where call volume 
accounted for 13% of total calls whereas population share sits at 11.7%. In 
comparison in Large Urban areas our call volume (33.7% of calls) was less than 
population share in these areas (34.5%). 

For CAB data the advice provided was analysed using the postcode data collected 
from each client during November 2014. This information provided a snapshot of 

                                                
29

 Urban Rural Classification 2013-2014 Lookup Files; Scottish Government; November 2014 
30

 Urban Rural Classification 2013/2014; Scottish Government; November 2014 
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client population with regard to their rurality as defined by the Scottish Governments 
Urban/Rural Classification. Data from this particular timeframe was used due to 
reporting mechanisms and requirements by individual Citizens Advice Bureaux 
meaning that postcode data was available for the majority of CAB for November 
2014. CAB not using the CASTLE case recording system were not able to be 
analysed as we did not have the postcode data available for these CAB. The CAB 
data therefore not included in this report is from the following CAB: Bridgeton, 
Castlemilk, Glasgow Central, Easterhouse, Greater Pollock, Maryhill, Parkhead, 
Shetland Islands, Stirling, East Ayrshire and Comhairle nan Eilean Siar. 

We were able to use the CAB data to compliment the information collated through 
the Consumer Service as well as identify any other specific trends which are detailed 
within the report. CAB data also allowed for other characteristics such as age and 
household status to be identified to compare with issue presented. 

Analysis of the difference between the national call volume were compared to the six 
category folds and between each of the eight categories using the following 
methods: 

- Top ten product/service codes brought to service 
- Proportion of calls for each top ten product/service code compared to all calls 

made within the top ten product/service codes 
- Proportion of calls made on product/service code for each urban/rural 

category compared to national proportion of calls made on that 
product/service code 

- Review of case notes, payment method and amount to determine common 
themes/issues in top rated product/service codes 
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